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Introduction  

The problem of ensuring lasting peace in South China Sea is an issue, affecting eastern               

South East Asia for several decades. The predominant conflict is: who has the power over of the                 

most important shipping route in Asia? Eventually, the People's Republic of China became the              

most dominant power in this area. This resulted in conflicts with the Republic of China (Taiwan),                

Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines and Vietnam.  

In the recent decades China’s military and economic power has risen significantly. It has              

undergone several reforms to industrialise and open its markets. The demand for resources is              

enormous. Therefore, access to trade routes and the control over the sea became one of the most                 

important objectives of China’s political agenda. Furthermore there are tense relationships between            

China and its neighbours because of the South China Sea. The sea bottom harbours a lot of oil                  

resources. Also, the sea is of great importance for strategic trade routes and for the fishing                

industry. While China started projects that seek to modernise its navy, constructed a lot of military                

bases in the Sea and established a no-fly-zone, the current superpower USA tries to contain the                

spread of China’s influence by patrolling the area with its fleet. The decision of the International                

Court of Justice, stating that the area belongs to the other nations according to international law,                

has been ignored by China claiming that the territory has historically belonged to China. A further                

escalation of this conflict needs to be prevented. 

Definition of Key Terms  

Spratly-Islands 

The Spratly-Islands are one of the most intensely fought about islands in this conflict, due to                

the fact that they are partially occupied by several countries which are involved into this conflict.  
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Exclusive economic zone 

An area of coastal water and seabed within 200 nautical miles (~370 km) of a country’s                

coastline, to which the country claims exclusive rights for fishing, drilling, and other economic              

activities. 

Paracel-Islands 

 A group of uninhabited islets and reefs in the South China Sea, due to its location it is                  

included, which are mostly controlled by China. Secondly, the Paracel-Islands are claimed by             

Vietnam, Taiwan and China. 

Background Information 

The South Chinese Sea belongs to one of the most important trade routes in Asia and                

contains huge amounts of natural resources like oil. This conflict has a huge meaning to security                

policies of the involved nations and also for their economic growth due to its importance for the                 

trade in the Southeast Asian region, which is one of the most active economic zones in the world.                  

In the past, the islands were used by all surrounding countries. In Addition, not all of those islands                  

were used or even settled but rather served as a pier for fishermen. After the Second World War                  

came to an end, China asserted a claim for several archipelagos. Those islands, which originally               

belonged to Japan, were given back by the allied powers later. In 1974, China occupied the                

Paracel-Islands. Even though the relationship between Japan and China is bad, they demand the              

same maritime areas. The situation further escalated in 2011, when China introduced their first              

aircraft carrier, the Liaoning, which was seen as a sign of dominance in the region. Furthermore, a                 

Chinese submarine placed a Chinese flag on the ground of the South China Sea in 2012, thus                 

provoking the other countries. The conflict continues with several provocations even until today.             

The conflict has even created struggles for Japanese brands within China in 2012, as Chinese               

media called for sanctions against Japan, leading to attacks on Japanese car sellers and Japanese               

traders needed to be put under police surveillance. This leads to tensions between China and its                

allies and the other countries and its allies, these allies also include Russia and the United States                 

of America. Therefore this conflict is present in the current international stage. Even after several               

attempts to solve this conflict there is not yet been a long lasting solution, which fulfills the will of                   

every involved country to an extent at which no other country is offended and world's trade is not                  

limited.  

Influence on the world’s economy 

Goods with the worth of $5.3 trillion pass the South China Sea every year. About               

$1.2 trillion are associated with the US-trade. Thus this area has a huge influence on the                
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US economy and therefore, also influencing the world’s economic trade and growth. Since             

the economy is essential for a countries growth stability and security this area has a huge                

meaning in preventing wars in Southeast Asia and ensuring peace in the region. 

Major Countries and Organizations Involved  

China  

Founded in 1949, the People's Republic of China is the most important country involved in this                 

conflict. The smaller islands, which are causing several discussions, historically belong to Chinese             

territory since the second century. Even after multiple escalations and following agreements, the             

People's Republic is still striving for more political power and territory in the South China Sea. 

Vietnam  

Since The People’s Republic armed itself on the Chinese island Haiwan, which is located 

right before Vietnam’s coast, Vietnam feels threatened. Due to Vietnam’s History, they demand 

parts of the Spratly- Islands.  

Philippines 

The Philippines can be seen as an inferior country within the conflict. Even though they have                 

close military cooperation with the United States of America, which insist since 1991. In the               

recent past umpteen contentions between the People’s Republic of China’s hookers and the             

Philippines marine occurred. 

 Japan 

Due to the fact that 80% of Japan’s commerce’s and also its goods traffic are sent to South                   

Korea and Taiwan and therefore go through the impacted sea area, Japan prefers a stabilized               

situation concerning the Spratly-Island. However, umpteen Chinese fisherman’s were         

aggravated by Japanese patrols. 

United States of America 

The United States of America, even though located on the opposite side of the world,                

show a large interest in this conflict. This interest originates from the fact that the United                

States would like to lower Beijing’s influence in the Southeast Asian region. Therefore the              

United States have set their aim on supporting the smaller nations in this region, but also its                 

allies Japan and South Korea.  
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ASEAN 

In order to protect themselves from Chinese aggressions the smaller nations involved in              

this conflict set up the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). In 2002 the ASEAN               

was able to create behavioral guidelines with China concerning the South China Sea.   

 Republic of China (Taiwan) 

         Taiwan since originated from the Chinese mainland asserts the same claims as the 

People's Republic of China. Even though excluded from the UN since 1971 Taiwan still tries 

to play an important role in the South Chinese Sea. 

 

Timeline of Events  

Date Description of event 

 

1946 China claims the Spratly-Island as a part of the Guangdon province 

1947 China claims territory with 9-dash loop  

1974 Japanese claims to islands in the South China Sea 

1988 China takes over Japanese military bases in the Paracel Islands  

1991 Conflict between Vietnamese leads to dead deaths  

1994 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea goes into effect 

2000 China occupies Michief Reef from the Philippines  

2011 USA condemns China’s use of force an engage in military drills with  Vietnam 

2012 United States starts increasing military deployments to Asia 

2013 The Philippines bring the Chinese to the Permanent Court of Arbitration  

2014 China ignores summon by Philippines protesting firing of water cannon 

2015 United States Navy patrols within 12 miles of Chinese-built islands 

2016  
 
 
2017 

China was ruled by the Permanent Court of Arbitration to have no legal basis in its 
claim 
 
USA States deploys Carrier Strike Group One to the South China Sea 
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Relevant UN Treaties and Events  

• Agreement on the Basic Principles Guiding the Settlement of Sea-Related Matters between            

the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam and the People's Republic of China, 11 October 2011 

• ASEAN Declaration on the South China Sea, 17 October 2012 

• Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea, 4 November 2002 

• Japan-U.S. Security Treaty, 19 January 1960 

• Law on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone (Territorial Waters Act), 25 February              

1992 

• Treaty of Amity and Cooperation (TAC) in Southeast Asia, 24 February 1976 

• Treaty of Taipei, 28 April 1952 

• United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, 10 December 1982 

Previous Attempts to solve the Issue  

The Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague made already clear that China has no               

historical rights to claim any of those islands. Also, building military bases and artificial islands does                

not mean that those territories expand China’s sovereign territories in the South China Sea. China               

on the other side does not recognize the jurisdiction of the court in that case.  

There were several attempts to solve this issues via treaties between China, the ASEAN              

countries and the UN. Additionally, the ASEAN countries rely their claims on the United Nations               

Convention on the Law of the Sea, thus trying to create justice and peace in the South China Sea.                   

On the other hand, the United States of America is trying to ensure peace by showing an                 

increasing military force in this region. 

Possible Solutions  

Solving this highly complex conflict seems hard but there are some ways which could be               

agreed on by all involved countries.  

The first idea is to completely base all claims on the United Nations Convention on the Law                 

of the Sea to achieve peace and justice. 
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Secondly there is the possibility to internationalize all of the South China Sea enabling trade               

for everybody. 

Another solution could be declaring all islands in the South China Sea as unclaimed to stop                

conflicts occurring due to territorial claims on these islands. 

Also the countries could agree on equally distributing the money earned in the China Sea               

between the involved countries. 

Lastly there is the idea to give the ownership of the islands in the South China Sea to China                   

in exchange for yearly payments to the ASEAN countries. 
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